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1. Introduction

The law governing intellectual property covers a broad and varied range of topics, including but not limited to books, literary works, computer programmes, and even the genetic modification of animals and plants. It is unclear where the concept of "intellectual property rights" came from, according to Professor Mahdi. According to the World Trade Organization (WTO), intellectual property rights

---

are an exclusive right that is bestowed upon a person for the labour of his or her mind for a specific period of time.²

Human intelligence is the source of intellectual property rights, which are property rights to works owned by the people who created them. This means that not everyone is capable of producing the same results.³ As a consequence, the accomplishments of the human mind inevitably culminate in the establishment of exclusive rights. There are 4 (four) principles that govern intellectual property rights. They were developed in order to strike a balance between the interests of individuals and the interests of society. The principle of natural fairness, the argument from economic necessity, the argument from cultural necessity, and the consensus reached by society are these principles.⁴

The ownership of intellectual property in Indonesia is governed by a number of different laws and regulations. One of the provisions that is unique to each type of intellectual property is that of protected by that type of intellectual property.⁵ However, there are no regulations that particularly control AI as an intellectual property object. This means that AI is not subject to any intellectual property laws. In light of this, the Ministry of Communication and Information of the Republic of Indonesia asserts that there is a requirement for rules concerning artificial intelligence (AI). For this reason, AI needs to be categorised as an intellectual property item based on its characteristics in order to further establish which intellectual property rights are acceptable.

The term AI has been used interchangeably with "human intelligence" for the better part of a decade now. The term refers to a set of technologies that include knowledge-based systems, natural language processing (NLP), and machine learning (ML).⁶ AI is described as a system that analyses external data by learning and adapting from large amounts of data and is utilized to accomplish a particular

---

objective. AI, as defined by Marvin Minsky, is the study of teaching computers to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence.\(^7\)

AI, in contrast to human labour, does not require incentives and does not rely on the provision of rewards for employees to work. Instead, AI just requires data and processes to function well.\(^8\) It is believed that the development of technologies such as AI will be able to assist businesses in the future in reducing the costs incurred and/or increasing the value or assets obtained by developing and converging technologies such as the integration of AI, semantic studies, robotics, and mechatronics development. It is believed that these technologies will be able to help businesses in the future.\(^9\)

Darmawan indicated that the adoption of AI in Indonesia has reached 24.6% and that it is anticipated to continue to rise. As a result, Indonesia is now one of the nations in ASEAN with the highest ranking for the adoption of AI, followed by Thailand in second place. It does not only demonstrate that AI is currently being utilized to a significant degree in Indonesia compared to the other ASEAN countries, but it may also serve as a point of reference for the anticipated growth of AI in Indonesia in the upcoming years.

Since the deployment of such technology can replace human’s role, the effective development of AI needs to take into consideration the effects of its implementation on society and policymakers. Hence, the overarching law, just like technology, must likewise be able to keep up with the innovations that are occurring around it. Rahardjo contends that the law is created for humans and not the other way around, that the law revolves around humans, and that it is only natural for the law to be created to fulfill the fundamental rights of society. Legal advancements are required, particularly in the area of putting artificial intelligence technology into practice, given the superior achievements of the Indonesian state, in order to ensure that the fundamental rights of the community can be further fulfilled.

There are a number of policies pertaining to intellectual property rights that are currently in effect in Indonesia. These regulations cover topics such as copyright, patents, trade secrets, industrial designs, and a number of other restrictions. On the other hand, the rules and regulations now in place do not have any safeguards that protect AI in particular.\(^10\) According to McKinsey & Company, Indonesia needs a proactive strategy in the implementation of AI technology that involves all stakeholders in order to compete in the global and ASEAN markets. This is because

\(^10\)Rammer, Fernández, and Czarnitzki.
regulations related to the intellectual property rights of AI will become an important issue, especially given the various challenges and problems that will arise from the implementation of AI.

This research will be focused on AI as a form of creation that takes the form of computer programs by Copyright when it is categorised into the laws and regulations related to intellectual property rights in Indonesia. The laws and regulations are based on the identification of AI. To get a general idea of how well AI is protected inside the national intellectual property protection system, it is necessary to pose the question on how AI is protected under the patent regime in Indonesia that finally becomes an important issue to ask.

In Indonesia, patent rights in the technology protection space are only granted to technological works or innovations that, after processing, produce a product or consist only of a method. When exploited, it will also provide economic benefits. This is what the law protects. This legal protection is not automatic, there needs to be an application first. As part of Science and Technology, Information and Communication Technology (ICT) includes all technologies relating to the gathering, collection (acquisition), processing, storage, dissemination and display of information. This concept includes hardware, software, content, as well as computer and telecommunications infrastructure. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) inventions currently receiving patent law protection in Indonesia are in the form of a Related Invention Program, which is a computer program related to hardware (hardware) or only information technology devices in the form of hardware (hardware), whereas the Copyright Act protects software in Indonesia. Therefore, legislative harmonization is required for the patent protection of relevant computer programs that are not covered by Copyright.

This also applies to AI, where Japan safeguards it through the use of patents, as is the case with Japan’s protection of computer software programs under the patent regime. The legal battle that Samsung and Apple are currently engaged in is a fascinating example of a case study. One good example can be found in the conflict that has been going on between PT Subur Semesta and Tjia Tek Ijoe in Indonesia. Patents governed by Law No. 13 of 2016 concerning Patents (henceforth referred to as the Patent Law) mandate that patent protection include both a. Patent and b. Simple Patent. Then, a patent, as described in Article 2 letter a, is awarded for a novel invention that comprises an innovative step and is applicable to industry. A simple patent, as defined by Article 2 letter b, is awarded for each new invention or development of an existing product or technique and is applicable in industry.
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The following are not considered to be patentable inventions according to the regulations of the simple patent, works of art and plans. The fact that the rules of the patent law do not apply to the regulation of software protection in Indonesia is made clear in the article that came before this one. The copyright law allows for software protection, as was previously mentioned; however, it is essential to emphasize that the copyright law does not apply to matching computer programs that are implemented in the form of software. In addition, it is unclear if the protection space for artificial intelligence is simply included in the classification of software despite the enormous difference. The following question is whether or not the protection of AI in Indonesia is attached to copyright and whether or not it provides security guarantees for the users of AI. For this reason, the authors faced a conundrum when writing this article: what is the best patent system that can provide legal protection for computer program creators, particularly AI creators, in such a way that it not only provides protection for creators but also provides protection for users or consumers. This is something that the copyright regime has not taken into consideration.

2. Research Method

This research employs normative juridical research, which is the process of identifying the applicable rule of law, legal principles, and legal doctrines to address the legal challenges at hand. Regarding the standard legal research approach, the strategy for collecting legal materials is document analysis or literature review. The authors used both the statutory method and the comparative legal approach. In particular, by investigating the sections of the Patent Law and the Copyright Law relating to the protection of computer programme creators, specifically in the form of application software and Artificial Intelligence (AI) that are not protected by copyright, this can be accomplished, which are then compared with the provisions pertaining to the same subject, which in this case, the author compared with the patent protection arrangement between Japan.

3. Results and Discussion

Artificial Intelligence and Intellectual Property Protection in Indonesia

Article 40 of Law No. 28 of 2014 concerning Copyright protects regulations on ICT inventions in Indonesia, including computer programs. (1). In addition to works of science, art, and literature, protected works consist of computer

---

programs. Article 40, paragraph 1 of the Copyright Law No. 28 of 2014 states that protected inventions include works of science, art, and literature. This essay makes it quite evident that the technological sector is not a Copyright-protectable work. Article 40, paragraph 1, of Law No. 28 of 2014 concerning Copyright lists computer programs as one of the compositions that can be protected. A computer program is a sort of technology in the field of Information and Communication Technology (ICT). This demonstrates that there is no legal certainty since the language of the Article is ambiguous.\(^\text{17}\)

An innovation in the field of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is a computer program, which is a sort of software. This indicates that a patent method can still protect software if the software associated with the computer program can address technical and technology-related problems and if the country of origin offers patent protection. Existing disagreements exist in Indonesia over software protection in the form of computer programs. Information from the Indonesian Directorate General of Intellectual Property (DJKI) indicates that software can still be protected with a patent system provided. It can address technology-related technical difficulties and has patent certificate protection from its country of origin.\(^\text{18}\)

Article 4 of Law No. 13 of 2016 states that invention does not include aesthetic creations, schemes, rules, and methods for carrying out activities that involve mentality, games, and business, rules and methods that only contain computer programs, presentation of information and findings (discovery) in the form of a new use for an existing and/or known product and/or a new form of an existing compound that does not result in a significant increase in efficacy, and what is meant by "rules and methods that only contain computer programs” in the explanation of Article 4 letter d is computer programs that only contain programs without having characters, technical effects, and problem-solving. However, if the computer program has characters (instructions) that have techniques and functions to produce tangible and intangible problem-solving, then the invention is patentable. 1) Algorithms, which are effective methods stated as a small set of well-defined instructions for calculating a function, are examples of patentable innovations.\(^\text{19}\)


These instructions describe a computation that, when run, is processed via a finite number of well-defined sequences of conditions, producing an "output" and terminating in a final state. Some algorithms, known as randomization algorithms, employ random input; 2) Encryption of information utilizing encoding and decoding to randomize it so that it cannot be read by unauthorized parties. According to Article 4 of Law No. 13 of 2016 respecting Patents, "rules and methods that do not only contain computer programs" may be utilized as patent subjects if an interpretation is performed. It can be assumed that the given computer program contains characters (instructions) that have technological effects and functions to generate physical and intangible issue solutions. In this scenario, the innovation is one that can be patented.\(^{20}\) Infringement of a patent may have both civil and criminal features.\(^{21}\)

Regarding patent infringement from a civil perspective, a claim for damages may be brought. Nonetheless, Law No. 13 of 2016 pertaining to Patents specifies that those who feel aggrieved by this infringement may seek the Commercial Court to take the following actions: First, prohibiting the continuance of patent infringements and violations of patent-related rights, including the entrance of goods suspected of breaching patents and rights relating to patents into trade channels, including importation; Second, keeping evidence related to patent infringement and rights related to said Patent in order to prevent evidence from being destroyed; and Third, requesting the aggrieved party to provide evidence stating that the aggrieved party is indeed entitled to a Patent and rights related to a Patent and that the applicant’s rights are indeed being violated.\(^{22}\)

The implementation of criminal punishment for patent infringements with a criminal component is governed by Law Number 13 of 2016. In the case of Product Patents, creating, using, selling, importing, renting, delivering, and/or making available for sale, renting, or submitting Patented items is banned for anybody who intentionally and without authorization commits an infringement. Using a patented production technique to manufacture products or other acts (manufacturing, using, selling, importing, leasing, delivering, and/or making available for sale, renting, or delivering the patented product) is punishable by up to three years in jail, four years in prison and/or a maximum punishment of IDR 1 billion (one billion rupiah). Infringement of a simple patent is punishable by


imprisonment for a maximum of two years and/or a fine of up to IDR 500,000,000.00 (five hundred million rupiahs). The causes health issues and/or a maximum fine of IDR 2,000,000,000.00 may be imposed. It results in human death, the penalty is a maximum of ten years in jail and/or a fine of up to three billion rupiahs (three billion five hundred million rupiahs).  

The Indonesia’s intellectual property laws pertaining to copyright do not include a specific place for AI protection. The copyright protection of computer programs is the most similar concept to that of AI protection. This is because, according to the classification of the type of creation in the e-copyright application, computer programs are included in other types of works. These other types of works are required to attach a manual that explains how to use the computer program, along with its source code, in the e-rights application. One single PDF file contains a compilation of all of them. According to the Copyright, Designs, and Patents Act of 1988, computer programs are considered to be literary works.  

The Copyright, Designs and Patents Act of 1988 does not provide a definition of originality for the purposes of the copyright protection of computer programs. This is one of the requirements that must be satisfied before a piece of work may be granted copyright protection. In the case of "Sudwestdeutsche Inkasso KG v. Bappert and Burker Computer GmbH" in Germany, it was explained that in order for a computer program to be protected by copyright, the computer program must be the result of individual creativity that exceeds the average ability seen from the development of the computer program. Additionally, the computer program must be the result of a dispute between two parties. Borkin recognized three fundamental steps that are necessary for the copyright protection of software. These stages consist of the protection of programming algorithms, the protection of computer programs through a patent or copyright, and the protection of program object code.  

Then, in general, computer programs can be separated into two groups: the first is known as the system programs, and the second is known as the applied programs or application programs. The copyright protects both system programs and applied programs, sometimes known as application programs. Computer programs, when broken down into their component elements, include both software and hardware. The contents that are contained in the software are

---


categorized by the WIPO as supporting materials, guidance for using the program, strings of commands, and the look and feel of the program.\(^{26}\)

As a result of this split, it is possible to recognize that a computer program contains a number of different programs and devices. For this reason, it is essential to have a deeper understanding on the components of a computer program that are subject to copyright protection. It was contended in the case known as "Cantor Fitzgerald International v. Tradition (UK) Ltd." that even the tiniest component of a computer program needs to be included as an essential component for the computer program to function properly. This opinion was later disproved by Pumfrey J., who argued that the purpose of copyright is to safeguard the talent and labour of the creator in order to ensure that the creator will be afforded protection for the substance that is indispensable to the inventor. However, in a computer program, even the tiniest component could not always be an indispensable component for the purpose of being able to offer instructions.\(^{27}\)

The reproduction of material in any form, including its storage in any medium, is what is meant by the term "duplication," as defined by a computer program that has been given the status of a literary work. In this context, the process of duplicating data on a computer involves loading a program into the volatile memory (RAM) of the machine. The expression of a computer program's system or method, as opposed to the program's function, is protected by copyright in the United States on the basis of multiple judicial judgments. This copyright protection is granted for computer programs' source code as well as their object code.\(^{28}\)

In the domain of AI protection, which is analogous to the protection of computer software in Indonesia, it is not possible to protect it through patents. This is the case if AI is seen solely within the context of computer software. Patent protection was initially awarded to inventions that were the result of the inventor's embodiment of a concept into a tangible form. This is in contrast to the protection afforded to computer programs, which do not become tangible despite having been converted from a concept. There is a point of contention surrounding the notion

---

that computer programs are nothing more than collections of algorithms, which, given that they are mathematical procedures, cannot be copyrighted.\(^{29}\)

**Artificial Intelligence and Intellectual Property Protection in Japan**

Since the implementation of the Patent Act No. 21 of 1959 (Article 70), Japan has controlled the scope of protection, which is comparable to that of the United States. Marzuki noted that patent protection in Japan is identical to that of the United States because Japan imitates the American system, which is seen as a balanced method for establishing the scope of protection.\(^{30}\) This law intends to foster innovation by supporting its preservation and exploitation in order to contribute to the industry’s growth and expansion. Concepts and ideas that cannot be seen with the human eye are inventions and utility models. Therefore, enough protection must be provided by the system.\(^{31}\) A discovery should be protected from theft by being kept a secret. On the other side, this would prevent the creator from putting his idea to practical use and force others to wastefully squander resources developing identical items. In order to prevent such events, the Patent system must be constructed to prevent them. The patent system is intended to give protection to the inventor whose invention is granted an exclusive patent under certain restrictions and for a specified time period. This method is also intended to help to industrial growth by encouraging technical advancement and facilitating the exchange of new technological resources through the publication of new innovations.\(^{32}\)

The issue on protection under the system for utility models is simply described as "utility models concerning form, structure, or combination." This differs from the protected subject matter in the Patent system. (e.g. a method cannot be subject to registration in the Utility Model). Nonetheless, the objectives of both systems are same. The purpose of patent law protection is primarily to safeguard innovative technical concepts. Consequently, a technique of computation or encryption defined by arbitrarily set rules, such as those for banking and insurance systems or taxation procedures that are not based on rules, is not a protected topic. Even discoveries, such as the accidental discovery of Newton’s laws, are not protected.\(^{33}\) In order for a product to be protected, it must be characterized by a high degree of

---


\(^{31}\) Kaló, Inotai, and Wijaya.


technological originality. Creations characterized by a low level of technological innovation cannot be protected. In sections 2 and 3 of the utility model legislation, the object of protection is a product shape, structure, or combination of related products created utilizing inventive technical conceptions based on natural laws and regulations. Consequently, procedures linked to goods are not a protected topic if they merely relate to the product's shape and form, etc. In addition, ingenuity is devoted to the creation of obsolete technical concepts for protected artifacts. The Intellectual Property Basic Act Number 122 of 4 December 2002, as recently revised by Law Number 119 of 16 July 2003, requires this for protected objects.  

The term "intellectual" refers to human-created innovations, gadgets, novel plant kinds, designs, qualities, and others (including the discovery or resolution of natural phenomena applied to industry), trademarks, and trade secrets. Also, other trademarks denote business-related products or services, trade secrets, and other technical or significant company information. The phrase "Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)" as used in this Law refers to patent rights, utility models, plant varieties, designs, copyrights, trademark rights, and other rights specified by law. Other intellectual property or rights laws and regulations pertaining to the interests protected by the act.

In order to receive a patent, a patent application must be filed to the Japanese Patent Office, which will then analyse the application to decide if it fits all requirements. Before granting the patent, the Japanese Patent Office, which scrutinizes all applications globally, took measures. This entails exchanging information with the applicant in order to identify which claim, if any, is patent-eligible. Following are the procedures for getting a patent in Japan. Application, no matter how beneficial an innovation may be, a natural patent cannot be secured until it is applied for. One must complete out the forms provided by the applicable rules and submit them to the Japanese Patent Office (JPO) in order to submit an application. Japan has implemented a first-to-file approach, which stipulates that if two parties apply for a patent for the same invention, the patent will be issued to the first applicant. Therefore, it is advised to file as quickly as possible following

---

discovery. In addition, it is prudent to make an innovation public only after filing for a patent.\textsuperscript{38}

In terms of Examination Formality, the JPO will assess whether a submitted application document fulfills the necessary procedural and formal standards. Once there are missing or incomplete needed papers or sections, invitations to repair will be issued.\textsuperscript{39} The Application Publication is not checked, the JPO will then publish the application’s contents in the Official Gazette 18 months following the date of submission. In terms of Inspection Request, patent applications are only seldom reviewed. Only applications for which the applicant or a third party has made a request for examination and paid the examination fee will be examined.\textsuperscript{40} Declared to Resign (Not Making Request for Examination), any application for which a request for inspection has not been made within three years from the date of filing is automatically deemed withdrawn and cannot be patented thereafter.\textsuperscript{41}

Substantive Examination means an examiner from the JPO will conduct the examination and determine whether the claimed invention should be granted a patent. First, the examiner determines if the application fits the legal criteria, i.e., whether there are reasons for denial. These requirements include: 1) whether the invention is claimed to be based on a technical idea that utilizes natural laws; 2) whether there has been an industrial application; 3) whether the technical idea existed prior to the submission of the current application; 4) whether the invention is claimed to be easily discovered by experts in the field; 5) whether the application is the first to be submitted; 6) whether the claimed invention may be subject to a clout; and 7) whether the claimed invention may be subject to a clout Does the description in the specification precisely meet the Patent’s requirements.\textsuperscript{42}

Reasons for rejection must be communicated. If the examiner discovers grounds for denial, the applicant will be notified since they have composed Arguments/Changes. An applicant who has received a notification of the reasons for refusal must be permitted to submit either a written argument claiming that the invention is distinct from the prior technique to which the notification of reasons for refusal refers, or a change of claim if this would supersede the reasons


for refusal. Decision to Grant a Patent takes place if no grounds for rejection are uncovered throughout the examination, the examiner will award the patent as the final evaluation of the examination phase. In addition, the examiner will determine if arguments or revisions have eliminated the basis for rejection. Rejection Determination, in contrast, takes place if the examining judge determines that the reasons for denial have not been eliminated, a refusal judgment (the examination stage’s final evaluation) will be rendered. If the rejection decision of the examiners does not meet the applicant’s satisfactory, the applicant may file an appeal against the refusal decision.43

Consideration of appeals (on decisions of rejection) refers to the examination of appeals against denial judgments is conducted by a group of three to five appellate examiners. The decision on appeal made by the examiners is known as the appeal decision. When it is determined that the grounds for the denial have been addressed as a consequence of the appellate investigation, and when the appellate examiner believes that the reasons are irreversible, a decision is made to award the patent. The Patent cannot be registered, and a determination is made about the appeal for denial. Registration (patent payment fee) means assuming the applicant pays the Patent fee following the decision to award a Patent, the Patent right will take effect as recorded in the Patent Register, provided the applicant pays the Patent fee.44

Concurrently, the innovation was granted many patents. After the Patent is registered, the applicant will receive a patent certificate. Disclosure of Patent Sheets/Certificates Patent Gazette will announce the contents of patent rights listed in the Register. Requisition for Cancellation Even after a patent is registered, anybody may request its revocation if it contains flaws. Assessment of Appeal (Cancellation) refers to a group of three or five appellate examiners conducts the examination of annulment appeals. If the appeal examiners determine that the decision to issue the patent was correct, they will elect to maintain it. However, if they determine that the grant judgment was defective, they will deem the patent invalid. High Intellectual Property Court, the Applicant who is unsatisfied with the appeal decision of refusal to appeal the refusal judgment, and interested parties who are dissatisfied with the appeal decision of cancellation or maintenance.45


this Act is to establish a system of Patent attorneys and to regulate their activities, so contributing to matters such as the effective protection and promotion of the use of industrial property rights and, in turn, to economic and industrial growth. A Patent attorney will respond to inquiries from third parties, conduct business on behalf of third parties regarding procedures with the Japanese Patent Office relating to Patents, utility models, designs or trademarks, or international applications or international registration applications, and procedures with the Minister of Economy, Trade, and Industry relating to the application of objections or awards relating to Patents, utility models, designs or trademarks, while providing expert advice.

Any individual who does not qualified to become a Patent attorney but registers with the Japan Patent Prosecutors Association by submitting a fake application shall be subject to a maximum one-year jail sentence or a maximum fine of 1,000,000 yen. Antisocial inventions are not patentable. In the event of an invention that falls under the category of inventions that cannot be patented, the innovation may not receive a patent despite meeting the standards, such as industrial applicability, novelty, and the presence of an inventive step. The range of innovations that cannot be patented is becoming ever more restricted. Previously, food, drinks, medicinal items, chemical compounds, and nuclear transmutation materials were not patentable. Nonetheless, it is currently classified as an innovation that cannot be patented and is confined to the restrictions of Article 32 of the Patent Law (The Intellectual Property Basic Act) No. 122 of December 4, 2002 (as modified by Law No. 119 of July 7, 2003). A patent may only be obtained by manufacturing an innovation. Instead, he must file an application to the Japanese Patent Office for his innovation. (JPO). The right to acquire a patent for an invention belongs to the inventor. An investor’s entitlement to get a patent may be transferred to another party. It does not matter for an individual to apply, but associations or unions cannot make an application on his behalf. Applicants who are not yet of legal age cannot continue to submit their applications and must be accompanied by legal guardians (often parents) to complete the application process.

Apple, the plaintiff, vs Samsung Electronics, the defendant is one case. Tokyo District Court, Tokyo District Court, approved Apple’s complaint on August 23, 2011. The subject of the issue is a Galaxy S, Galaxy S II, or Galaxy Tab 7 bearing a


In April 2011, Apple ultimately returned to Japan with identical expectations. Apple is attempting to persuade a Japanese court to ban various Samsung Galaxy Series devices in the country. The primary issue is the similarities between Galaxy Series smartphones and tablets running the Android operating system and Apple’s iPhone and iPad. Apple had filed a lawsuit in a court in Tokyo. The complaint demanded the cessation of sales of the Galaxy S, the Galaxy S II, and the Galaxy Tab 7 in Japan. Apple continues to attempt to slow the rate of Galaxy Series sales. As the most formidable rival to the iPhone and iPad, the Galaxy Series is a special worry for Apple; nevertheless, Apple is insufficient to launch a patent infringement action in a single nation. A Tokyo court has found that Samsung Electronics does not violate Apple’s patents. This triumph demonstrates that judges in California will only sometimes follow the verdict of a United States jury. A Tokyo judge concluded on August 31, 2012, one week after the U.S. ruling, that Samsung smartphones and tablet computers did not infringe Apple’s conclusions about the synchronization of music video data with servers. In addition, the court president stated that Samsung’s goods did not appear to employ the same technology as Apple’s. Thus, Samsung was ultimately granted permission to sell its products on the territory of the country of Sakura. In accordance with the Japanese Patent Law, the judge’s ruling specifically identifies software connected to computer programs as patentable. According to the Japanese Patent Act, an innovation is "the creation of a technically sophisticated idea of a natural nature.” This means that patent

protection is only available for linked computer programs that can be considered "natural technical idea creations".51

Japan, which safeguards software, demonstrates greater foresight. The world of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is now a must for modern advancement, thus there will be an increase in the number of inventions in this sector in the future. Having provided with so many discoveries in this industry, it is necessary to offer legal protection to inventors in order to safeguard their property rights. In addition, public rights are preserved by the granting of exclusive rights to inventors and the maintenance of public order in regards to the use of other people's innovations. The community also feels secure working and using the work of others according to the rules and avoiding patent infringers such as pirated goods. By accommodating legal interests via continuous and rigorous law enforcement, this rule will produce a just, successful, and wealthy society.

According to the Japanese Patent Law, software relating to computer programs is one of the patentable innovations. According to the Japanese Patent Act, an innovation is "the creation of a technically sophisticated idea of a natural nature." This means that only computer-related software that may be regarded a "natural technical idea creation" is eligible for patent protection. The rules of the Japanese Patent Office (JPO) specify that when "information processed by software is concretely realized using hardware resources," the software is regarded as "a creation of a technical idea employing natural laws." In other words, patent protection will not be awarded for associated software inventions if information processed by software is not implemented utilizing hardware resources.53

Currently, the Japanese Patent Office (JPO) promotes the adoption of a multiclaim system since it will be more effective in accommodating the scope of rights that inventors seek to include in their innovations on a case-by-case basis. The Japanese Patent Office (JPO) recognizes multiple system and subsystem, method, and apparatus claims (substantially the same invention). Multiple claims were designed to ensure broader protection for patentable ideas that were not anticipated by the previous art, despite the fact that Japan initially favoured single claims.

According to the Japanese Patent rule, an innovation is a technically sophisticated production that utilizes a natural rule. Natural law is a scientific body of law derived from observations of nature. The Patent Law (The Intellectual Property Basic Act) Number 122 of December 4, 2002, as modified, does not recognize as an invention anything that does not take use of natural law, such as

51 Keishiro Hara and others, ‘Historical Development of Wastewater and Sewage Sludge Treatment Technologies in Japan – An Analysis of Patent Data from the Past 50 Years’, Environmental Development, 19 (2016), 59–69 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envdev.2016.05.001
gaming rules or trade methods, or something that is opposed to the natural law of continuous motion. By Law No. 119, issued July 16, 2003). A patented innovation must be a completely new creation that has never existed before, because granting a patent for a widely known invention will bring a negative impact. A Patent will not be granted for an invention that lacks an element of novelty, according the Patent Law, "widely known" refers, in general, to public knowledge. Similarly, an invention is considered to contain an inventive step if a person with relevant expertise in a technical field linked to the invention (or an expert in the field) can make the invention rapidly. In the case of software, the Japanese Patent Law offers legal protection for inventions in the Information and Communication Technology industry. The judge decided that Samsung’s smartphones and tablet computers did not breach Apple’s conclusions about the synchronization of audio and video data with servers. Patent law offers protection for software in Japan. Legal protection attempts to foster inventions by encouraging their protection and use so that they can contribute to the growth and expansion of the industry.

The subject of patent law protection is specifically the protection of technical conceptions with high degrees of inventiveness. The term “intellectual” as used in this Act refers to inventions, devices, new varieties of plants, designs, works, and other properties produced through human creative activity (including discovering or solving natural laws or natural phenomena applied to the industry), marks trade names, trade names and other signs used to indicate goods or services in the course of business activities, and trade secrets and other technical or valuable business information for business purposes. Legal protection for software is intended to encourage innovation. The presence of legal protection for software, which is a component of Information and Communication Technology (ICT), would boost the Japanese economy and have an effect on the prosperity of the Japanese people.

Since patent protection in Japan provides protection for new innovations, including computer software and AI, the authors have constructed a narrative up above that suggests protecting AI in Japan can be performed through patents. This is due to the fact that patent protection in Japan provides protection for new innovations. Discussing new innovations within the realm of Japanese patent rights encompasses a very broad range of activities, some of which are creative human endeavours aimed at having economic values. The values can be utilized by the inventor or patent owner himself, and it can also contribute to the industry’s growth and expansion. Hence, creative human endeavours that generate economic

value and contribute to the growth of industry in Japan can be protected through patents so long as there are such endeavours.\textsuperscript{57}

\textbf{The Impact of Artificial Intelligence on Patents Indonesia and Japan}

This view, shared by Posner, that protecting artificial intelligence through the patent system has the potential to have a positive effect on the economy is supported by the evidence. It is common knowledge that the application of Economic Analysis to Law, which was pioneered by Posner, is the evolution of utilitarianism, with its figures Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mill. This theory of utility places an emphasis on the fundamental idea that something should be beneficial. Hence, something must offer advantages (the value of utility) to other things (social welfare).\textsuperscript{58} In its development, after being re-analysed by Ronald Coasei (1960) and Posner, the idea of economic analysis in law developed to encompass transaction cost of economy, economic institution, and public choice. The efficiency of legal regulations, which are most frequently associated with private law, is related to the transaction costs of the economy. Economics Institution relates to human actions including formal legal laws, informal customs, traditions and social rules. And the concept of public choice refers to the process of making decisions democratically by taking into account various microeconomic and commercial practises. Posner has high hopes that the application of economic concepts can improve the effectiveness of the legal system, especially the effectiveness of law in enhancing social welfare.\textsuperscript{59}

However, the inclusion of Wealth Maximization as an embodiment of the theory of Economic Analysis in Law is the masterstroke in the research on the application of economic analysis to law. At this point, Posner zeroes in on the specific applications of the efficiency principle. Posner understands efficiency in this context to be a scenario in which resources are distributed in such a way as to provide the most possible value. In the context of social decision making on the regulation of public welfare, the concept of efficiency in this context places an emphasis on ethical principles as the primary consideration.\textsuperscript{60}

AI has had a significant impact on various aspects of the economy, including patent systems. Indonesia and Japan are two countries that have implemented policies and regulations regarding AI and patents. In this article, the authors will discuss the impact of AI on patents in Indonesia and Japan. In Indonesia, the

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
Directorate General of Intellectual Property (DGIP) has been working to modernize its patent system and incorporate AI into the process. The DGIP has introduced an AI-based system to help process patent applications faster and more accurately. This system can also assist with patent searches, which can help patent examiners identify existing patents and reduce the risk of patent infringement. However, there are concerns about the potential impact of AI on patenting processes in Indonesia. Some experts worry that AI could reduce the need for human patent examiners, potentially leading to job losses. Additionally, there is a risk that AI-generated patents could be utilized to create monopolies or unfairly restrict competition.

Japan has been at the forefront of AI research and development for several years, and the Japanese patent system has been adapting to these changes. The Japan Patent Office (JPO) has introduced an AI-based system to help patent examiners with the examination process. This system uses machine learning algorithms to analyse patent documents and identify prior art, which can help examiners make more informed decisions about patent applications.

Besides, Japan has also introduced the "IP Acceleration Program," which aims to promote innovation and speed up the patent application process. The program includes support for start-ups and small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that are developing AI-related technologies. However, there are also concerns about the potential impact of AI on patents in Japan. For example, there is a risk that AI-generated inventions could be patented without proper consideration of ethical or social implications. Additionally, there is a risk that AI could be utilized to automate the patent filing process, potentially leading to a flood of low-quality patents. The impact of AI on patents in Indonesia and Japan is complex and multifaceted. While there are clear benefits to using AI in the patent process, there are also risks that need to be carefully considered. To ensure that AI is used to promote innovation and protect intellectual property, it is essential that...
policymakers and stakeholders work together to develop effective policies and regulations that balance both the benefits and risks of AI.

4. Conclusion

The regulation of artificial intelligence (AI) protection in intellectual property rights in Indonesia has not been accommodated yet in the Indonesian national legal system. However, the most possible method for AI protection can be performed through copyright. Another case is that AI protection through copyright still has shortcomings as it is only considered the same as ordinary computer software in general, which should have a significant difference. AI protection space in Japan can be accommodated through patents, provided that the AI in question contains the elements or categories that can be protected through Japanese patents. Japan is a country that does not have specific regulations regarding AI protection as part of its national intellectual property rights. AI protection as a patent right has, in point of fact, highly complicated and varied effects in both Indonesia and Japan. The use of AI in the process of obtaining a patent comes with a number of dangers that must be carefully evaluated despite the fact that there are obvious benefits associated with its use. Policymakers and stakeholders need to collaborate on the development of effective policies and regulations that strike a balance between the benefits and risks of AI. This will finally ensure that AI is utilized to foster innovation and protect intellectual property.
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